The AutoCAD is one of the most famous Computer Aided Drawing programs with high and accurate specifications in the engineering design. It is highly qualified and contains many of the tools it needs in many engineering departments.
Introduction: light and shadow
The light is the electromagnetic rays that coming from sun in the visible range. They are propagate in straight line always. Therefore, they cannot turn about the opaque bodies except in small ratio due to refraction near the edge of the bodies.
The shadow is the darkness that caused by an object when it blocks the light from getting a corresponding surface [R.1].
In practice, the (shadow) expression is a term used for referring to the areas behind objects where the light has blocked by that object, the shadow area is always opposite to the light source, and in opposite direction. In addition, if the light source is spread out and scattered the shadow does not have sharp edges and it is not nearly as defined as in the case when the sky is cloudy. The shadow occurs in the image when there is an object that blocks the light coming from the light source partially or completely [R. 2].
Simulating of sun light and shadow graphically
In any model simulates the sun light, we need to put a light source simulates the sun. The sun shadow casted by any body under the sun depends on the sun orientation, if there is another body away from the first body the different in shadow direction between them depends on the radial angle that is formed from the two line between the body and the sun. This case need to design a virtual studio simulate the a percentage of distances between the earth and the sun, which is so difficult, not practical, and need to give a high luminance to the created light in the virtual studio (3000 to 3500 Kelvin [R. 3]), some designer considered the sun as infinitely bright [R.4] .
In the modern graphic programs it is seemed that the simulating of sun light and shadow made by putting a light source in a relatively far distance and then calculate the angle of shadow from that point approximately. This problem decreases the reliability of these programs in the purposes which need high accuracy in simulation. The proper position of the sun the virtual studio
There is no problem with this shadow because we new pseudo sun position in the same direction of the proper .
But the difference in shadow appears here when the direction differs.
The shadow from the proper sun orientation 
The geometry of shadow:
The shadow is usually a two-dimensional form that results from three-dimensional dark shapes and depends on its geometrical properties, the shape of the ground on which it falls, and at the angle of fall of the sun.
The effect of the object shape on the shadow
The shadow section varies in its opacity and its edges depending on the various landmarks, for example, the tree shadow is different from the shadow of industrial structure even if it looks similar in its appearance.
Dark objects block all the wavelengths of the sun rays from the shadow area, so it will appears black, gray or close to black.
Angle of the sun and its synchronization with space photography
The sun is the main source of all types of electromagnetic radiation directly or indirectly, the sun appears moving in the sky along the day, and the shadow is changing according to the sun direction.
The angle of the sun is not constant for all the days of the year because of the difference in the angle of the fall of radiation on the ground. In addition, it is seemed moving in complex orbit on the sky from the observer on the Earth.
The incident angle of the sun light on the Earth's surface varies by distance from the equator because of the spherical shape of the planet. If we assume that the sun will be on March 21 perpendicular to the equator so that there are no shadows there, it will not be vertical in areas northern or southern equator. Here we will discuss in detail what is related to the angle of the sun and the earth, which affect the length, shadow and direction.
The Sun Characteristics
The sun's diameter is about 1. δ= π×18023.45× sin(2π×365284+d n ) ………………… (3) d n : is the number of the day of the year as submitted.
Or this equation:
Figure (5) A sketch to the sun seeming deviation angle.
The geographic latitude angle (ϕ): this is the earth point coordinate, it is positive to the north of the Earth, and zero at the equator line.
The shadow of all objects is lengthened words toward the poles of the planet, even if they are in the same latitude.
Sun
The change the in orbit inclination. The change the in angle of sun deviation (δ)
The seeming sun path due to the different deviation angle (δ)
Figure ( ………………………… (6) Now, we can calculate every sun coordinate, or angles depending, and shadow on the number of days for everybody when its orientation and dimensions are known.
The selected building
We selected a building with known height and orientation to test The building is 25.30 m height over the adjacent street level, on the crossing of two streets (Al-Rawan and Al-Ameer), and there are no high buildings around it except at one side. These properties make easy to measure the length of shadow from two sides. By the electronic and magnetic composes, we found the direction of building walls to measure the direction of shadow according to it, by this we need no repeat the field measurements of shadow according to the eastern direction. 
Calculate the sun orientations during the year
The sun orientation in the sky is calculated from astronomy equations during the years as presented. 
The fields measurements
A scale tape and simple instruments achieved the field measurements. The results are illustrated in the Also we measured the shadow length and direction in a spread days during the year to compare with AutoCAD results.
The AutoCAD package
The AutoCAD program is a commercial computer aided drawing Then, we defined the location of the building from Map tool, set the latitude and longitudinal coordinates, the local time, and a direction at 75 from the north as shown below. 
Set North direction
The render tool is very important tool, the shadow does not appear unless render the model. We were render the scene region to show the shadow extending. In rendered scene we need to use the measure tool to find the length (Distance) and (Angle) of the shadow in the rendered scene. We record the shadow length and direction for selected dates during the year to compare the AutoCAD model with the astronomy calculations and field measurements. 
Comparing the Results
It is clear that the shadow in the AutoCAD model seems longer that the shadow length that measured in field or from the astronomy equations.
The figure below is describing the difference between the results, which refer to the high difference, about 45%. The direction of the shadow also differs between the AutoCAD model, the real measurements, and the astronomy calculations.
The Results and Conclusions
The final decision according to the comparing of the results, that the AutoCAD sun status and sun lightening tools is inaccurate tools, and need to depend the astronomy equations.
We tested these tools in our site and coordinates, but we suggest to test these work for more places to find the weak point in the AutoCAD lightening and rendering tools over the world.
We were used AutoCAD 2015 and 2016 version, but the sun calculation lightening tool remain same until 2018 version.
Both AutoCAD and 3D Studio Max used the dynamic linking library of the graphic accelerator Direct3D of DirectX, which has the programming and equations those represent the bass of Autodesk products design, so we expect the same errors in the other product, 3D
Studio Max and other Autodesk products.
